
Kim Rosas
Dirty Diaper Laundry

dirtydiaperlaundry@gmail.com

“Smart cloth diaper information and more for smart parents.”

Social
Facebook.com/DirtyDiaperLaundry 22k

Youtube.com/Kdhoney1 8.2k

Instagram.com/Kim_Rosas 1.4k

Pinterest.com/KimRosas 3.8k

Twitter.com/KimRosas 11.3k

“Kim Rosas at Dirty Diaper Laundry is to the world of cloth diapers what I am to 
strollers. She's an encyclopedia.”
-Jamie Grayson aka TheBabyGuyNYC

STATS
Blog Monthly Visits: 113k    Monthly YouTube Views: 80k

Blog Monthly Uniques: 99k Monthly watched YouTube minutes  260k
*Calculated using a 6 month average.  Data from Google Analytics and YT Analytics.
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Partnership, Reviews, Advertising on Dirty Diaper Laundry

Dirty Diaper Laundry is the leading cloth diaper blog for expecting and new parents.  Over the past 5 
years I’ve built an invaluable resource that continues to grow.  There are many opportunities for brands, 
PR, and retailers to partner with DDL.  Though our focus is primarily cloth diapers we are not a one 
trick pony.  Many of the most popular posts have been unrelated to cloth including DIY, thought 
provoking articles, baby gear reviews, and more.  The audience is loyal and engaged.

Partnerships/Sponsored Posts- $200-300 per post.  Due to the narrow focus of DDL sponsored content is 
rare, but products or campaigns with a green living or baby/toddler focus may be approved.  Sponsored 
content is purely for promotional purposes, DDL always uses NoFollow links.  

Advertising- $25-$85 per month.  DDL uses Passionfruit Ads to service all advertisements.  There are 
budget ad spots for WAHMs on Cloth Diaper Finder, the database, and ads on DDL begin at $65 per 
month.  Rates subject to change with increased traffic.  You can purchase ads directly.

Reviews- $0.  Having your product reviewed by a contributor for DDL will open you up to more 
potential customers and provide them with unbiased information.  Reviews are true to the definition, all 
aspects good and bad will be published.  If this is not comfortable for you consider a sponsored post 
instead.  Reviews are best paired with a giveaway.  Product is required for a review.

Giveaways- $35-$60 each.  Giveaways harness the power of sharing and social media to get your store 
or brand in front of more potential customers.  Unlike Review/Giveaway focused blogs, I choose a small 
number of brands/stores to work with.  Giveaways encourage entrants to follow you on social media and 
can help grow your online presence.  Group giveaways and event rates will vary.

"I work with many bloggers for reviews and giveaways and 
often end up advertising on their sites.  Kim and Dirty Diaper 
Laundry have been BY FAR the most successful partnership 
I have experienced as far as reach and a targeted and loyal 
readership.  And Kim herself is professional and simply a 
delight to work with." -Wendy Armbruster Bell of 
Pumpease.com

“Kim has been nothing but a pleasure to work with. She is is an 
amazing blogger - her creativity, passion, and professionalism 
make her shine. She continually went above and beyond to 
effectively promote both our products, and our brand.” -Melissa 
Wood former Marketing Manager for Bravado Designs

For brands looking to connect with moms in the natural 
parenting space, we enthusiastically recommend 
partnering with Kim/DDL.” - Kate Gulbransen of Hygeia 
Baby

“Advertising on DDL has been a HUGE hit for our business!  
Kim's Blog is the TOP in the cloth diaper industry and nothing 
can come close to the results the ads we have on DDL 
produce! Deciding to advertise on DDL is a total no brainer.” -
Deanna owner of Dream Diapers
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Videography, Photography, Consulting, Other Services of Interest

Photography-  $35-$500+.  Using professional cameras and editing software let me capture your 
product for promotional use.  A single photograph of a product starts at $35 and lifestyle photos of 
your product in use with a live model begin at $500 for a session which includes 6-20 edited photos.  

Videography/Video Editing- $350-800+.  Videos are crucial in many cases to understanding how a 
product works.  I have worked with many brands to help their vision come to life for their 
customers to view online.  Whether it is all graphics and text or you need me to film the products 
and edit it all we can discuss what would work best for you and your budget.  Unlike large studios, 
my costs are lower, meaning you save.  Former clients include Rockin’ Green, Bummis, Chelory, 
Kelly’s Closet, Molly’s Suds, Tidy Tots, and more.  Ask for links to see examples. of past videos.

Brand and Product Consulting- $100/hour.  Need advice on your brand, product design, marketing, 
or social media?  I work with brands who are in need of a little guidance and professional advice 
from a veteran in the cloth diaper industry.  If you have a diaper in pre-production you can also 
schedule a pre-release testing.  NDA’s signed upon request and are recommended.  

I spoke at: I was featured in:

Speaking-$ Varies.  Available to speak at baby expos and festivals on the topic of modern cloth 
diapers but open to other topics including social media and blogging.  


